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Abstract

Observations of radar and optical meteors at altitudes above the ablation-defined meteor zone point to a “new” sputtering source of high-altitude metals while also yielding clues to the radio science of radar meteors. That high-altitude radar meteors (HARMs) are visible at altitudes of up ∼180 km using the 50 MHz Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) implies that a significant fraction of the directly-sputtered meteoroid material is ionized as the collisional mean free path (MFP) at these altitudes is many tens of meters. Also, that high-altitude $k \bot B$ FAI (Field-Aligned Irregularity) trail-echoes are observed in association with HARM head-echoes offers insight into the meteor-associated plasma processes as well as the radar scattering mechanism. In particular, HARMs reveal the onset, as the meteoroid enters the upper atmosphere, of radar scattering which must be from the minimum, radar detectible, electron production. The maximum Radar backscattering Cross-Section (RCS) from $N$ electrons, $\sigma_{R} = 4\pi r_e^2 N^2$, is the result of totally coherent scattering from $N$, equally illuminated and closely spaced, electrons where $r_e$ is the classical electron radius. An estimate for $N$ is given. Overall, this approach yields a direct, physics-based path linking the RCS of observed head- and trail-echoes to the meteoroid sputtering process and to the ion atmospheric “capture” process whereby the head-echo “plasma” is embedded into the atmosphere.

In addition, recent lidar observations of atomic Fe, Na, and K at altitudes well above the traditional meteor zone violate the usual assumptions regarding thermospheric metals and form an instructive complication to the above “simple meteoroid” scenario as many meteoroids appear to be fragmenting at high altitudes. This “cold fragmentation” likely points to complex “dirty-ice” and “dust-ball” meteoroids comprised of small, dense grains weakly bound together by more volatile substances. These meteoroids may disperse into an extended “coma” that presents a more complex and larger surface area atmospheric-interaction region. We briefly discuss sputtering, the impact energies needed for onset of sputtering, sputtering yield, and the observational evidence available for interpretation of meteoroid sputtering as a source of aeronomically interesting metals above the classical meteor zone. We further suggest that a thermospheric “reservoir” of nanometer-sized dust play an important aeronomic role.

1. Introduction

High Altitude Optical Meteors (HAOMs) have been discussed in the literature for some time [1]. An example event frame from a Low-Light TV telescopic observing system is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. A High-Altitude Optical Meteor (HAOM) at 150.4 km altitude [1, Figure 2]. This event shows remarkable structure (indicated) made visible through sputtering interaction [2] of the meteoroid with the atmosphere.](image)

High-Altitude Radar Meteors (HARMs) have been observed at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) [3,4] with an example shown in Figure 2. Shown here is a spectacular high-altitude, head-echo (HARM) event that passes through the $k \bot B$ region near 135 km and spans ~60 km in range. Almost the entire atmospheric (nearly “down-the-beam”) trajectory of this meteoroid that has a radial speed of ~60.33 km/s is seen. The transition from sputtering to ablation occurs below ~120 km. Both the initial head-echo plasma (traveling with the meteoroid) and the trail-echo plasma are generated well above the ablation zone and signal the creation and deposition of electrons (& ions) and, almost certainly, nanometer dust particles. The relatively long-lived high-altitude trail echoes in the $k \bot B$ region are often observed without the progenitor head-echo [3]. Approximately 90 HARM
events were observed over ~7 hours of two separate pre-dawn observing periods.

Figure 2. A High-Altitude Radar Meteor (HARM) event observed using the JRO 50 MHz radar system [3,4]. This event begins well above the ablative meteor zone and ends with a terminal flare just below 100 km altitude. In this figure the Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ) region FAI (Field-Aligned Irregularity) returns have been removed [4] clearly revealing the Range-Spread Trail Echo (RSTE) in the 100-112 km region. The trail-scattering region between 130-140 km reveals the extent of sputtered ionization embedded in the atmosphere at the radar \( k \perp B \) zone.

In addition to the HARM and HAOM observations, high-altitude neutral Fe, Na, & K “layers” have been observed by lidar [5,6,7,8,11]. The hugely interesting Chu et al. [5] Fe-lidar results from McMurdo in Antarctica show apparently periodic descending Fe High-Altitude Metal Layers (HAMLs) that strongly resemble ionospheric descending intermediate layers such as those observed at Arecibo [6]. The suggested mechanism for these layers is electrodynamic pumping of Fe\(^+\) from the ablative meteor zone followed by Fe\(^+\)\rightarrow Fe conversion via radiative recombination which implies a large ionosphere as this process is very inefficient. Results from Arecibo, shown in Fig. 3, show well-defined K- and Na-HAMLs that are not ionospheric in origin as demonstrated from the simultaneous incoherent scatter electron concentration results that show rapidly descending intermediate layers.

We suggest that the high altitude neutral metal layers are due to sputtering of fast meteoroids [2,3,4]. We next examine sputtering with particular attention to efficiency of O\(_2\)/N\(_2\) and proton sputtering of Si, Fe, and Na.

3. Sputtering

In the meteoroid frame of reference, atmospheric molecules (N\(_2\)/O\(_2\)) of sufficient energy penetrate into the surface and collisionally dissipate kinetic energy while ejecting meteoroid atoms with production vs. incident collision efficiency [2] that is accessible to physics-based numerical experiments. In particular, plasma (and proton) sputtering is a highly-studied materials processing approach for which open-source simulation codes are readily available.

Figure 4 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of the linear collision cascade trajectories of 1000 individual 500 eV N\(_2\) molecules incident on solid sodium. A 300Å×300Å 2D cross section of this process is shown. At this energy level, equivalent to 77.65 km/sec, each incident N\(_2\) molecule yielded ~1 sputtered atom/ion. We assume an approximately equal sputtered atom vs. ion yield but this is an open issue. Sputtering yields for O\(_2\) and N\(_2\) are all ~0.3-0.5 at 40 km/sec, normal incidence impact speed onto Fe, Si, and Na and rise to ~1 at 60 km/sec.

Figure 3. UNIQUE Arecibo K- & Na-lidar results compared with ISR electron concentration (N\(_e\)) results [6]. The left panels show the K and Na reconstructed thermospheric layers, respectively. The right panel displays the Tidal Ion Layers seen in the N\(_e\) data. Clearly, the ion and neutral layers are not coupled via ion-neutral conversion. We suggest that the neutral metal layers are “fossil” features of a bolide (large meteoroid) event.

Figure 4. Monte Carlo simulation of energetic (500 eV=77.65 km/sec) N\(_2\) transport at normal incidence into solid sodium. Shown are the tracks of 1000 realizations of this process. At these energies the sputtering yield is ~1 sputtered atom/ion per incident N\(_2\). The SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) and the embedded TRIM (Transport of Ions in Matter) codes were used in these simulations. See: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stopping_and_Range_of_Ions_in_Matter

Relative to N\(_2\)/O\(_2\) at the same 500 eV energy, protons readily penetrate into Fe, Si, and Na but the sputtering yield is very low (~0.02-0.12) due to the large mass ratio.
At lower energies proton sputtering is negligible, while at higher energies the sputtering yield increases some. Overall, for significant net proton sputtering a large proton flux and a large surface area of meteoroid material is required. We specifically address this issue below.

4. High-Altitude Radar Meteor Visibility

It is clear that both HAOMs and HARMs are being observed on a regular basis and that both are a product of sputtering of the faster (≥40 km/sec) meteoroids that occur as the apex of Earth’s way rises at about midnight local time. Using the basic radar equation for point targets to estimate the sensitivity of the JRO 50 MHz radar [10], we determine that the minimum visible scattering cross-section for radar meteors for a given system temperature, etc. in this we employ the Radar backscattering Cross-Section (RCS) from N electrons, \( \sigma_{as} = 4 \pi r^2 N^2 \), which describes totally coherent scattering from N, equally illuminated and closely spaced (\( \lambda / 4 \)) where \( \lambda \sim 6 \) m for JRO, electrons where \( r_e \) is the classical electron radius. This calculation suggests that at least \( 10^{12} \) electrons are required for a radar meteor at ~150 km altitude. Figure 5 shows the cumulative number of atmospheric molecules encountered to altitude by a spherical particle of indicated radius. These are reasonable sizes for micrometeoroids. Note that the atmospheric mean free path (MFP) ranges from ~10 cm at 100 km altitude to >100 m above 180 km and thus even cm-class meteoroids (bolides) are seen only via sputtering.

5. Lidar-Visible High Altitude Metals

Figure 6 shows a sodium-lidar High-Altitude Metal Layer (HAML) observed at the Andes Lidar Observatory (ALO), Cerro Pachón, Chile [8]. While the Na-HAML is of order 1-5 atoms/cc and is correspondingly difficult to detect, these results are compelling. In particular, we suggest that the onset of the HAML occurs at local midnight as the apex-of-Earth’s way rises exposing the thermosphere is the fastest of the micrometeoroid flux and thus to sputtered sodium. The Figure 6 ALO results appear similar to those reported from the Gaomeigu Astronomical Observatory (GAO) in Lijiang (Yunnan), China [7]. The 4 nights of GAO observations are similar to Figure 6 especially when the time of solar midnight is noted.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

That high-altitude optical and radar meteors are now observed is due to advances in instrumentation and signal processing along with observational paradigms that extend to ~200 km altitude. HAOM/HARMs must be due to sputtering of both optically-excited and ionized meteoroid atoms in, we assume for now, approximately equal proportions. Given the large MFP (>10 m) at these altitudes, secondary-collision optical excitation and ionization will be inefficient. In any case, the sputtering of fast meteoroids between apex rise (local solar midnight)
and dawn offers an explanation for Figure 6-like metals distributions in the 120-200 km thermosphere.

The Figure 3 Arecibo Observatory results show both Na- and K-HAMLs and, via simultaneous ISR electron concentration measurements, that the neutral metals are totally decoupled from the ionosphere. However, these AO HAMLs are well defined as layers over the whole observing period leading us to conclude that they are components of a “fossil” bolide trail. Other AO HAML observations more closely resemble Figure 6 [11] — ISR observations were not available in this case.

We contrast all of these results [6,7,8,11] with the Fe-HAMLs report at McMurdo [5] that do resemble the rapidly descending ionospheric intermediate layers shown in Figure 3. These Fe layers were attributed to electrodynamic pumping of Fe⁺ from the ablative meteor zone followed by Fe⁺ → Fe conversion via radiative recombination implying a large ionosphere as this process is very inefficient. In contrast, we hypothesize auroral (thus descending layer like appearance) proton sputtering of nanometer-sized meteoric dust derived from dusty/icy meteoroids and from the steady but invisible flux of small, slow interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) into the thermosphere. It seems certain that this hypothesized “reservoir” of meteoroid- and IDP-derived nanometer dust resides in the global thermosphere. The McMurdo Fe-HAML observations, along with satellite estimates of proton flux and energy spectrum offers a method of estimating the total sputtered surface area required to generate the observed Fe content.

Fast meteoroid sputtering of metals into the lower thermosphere and the suggested reservoir of nanometer-sized “dust” in the lower thermosphere likely form an important non-solar space weather feature along with the ablative meteor zone electrodynamic and chemical processes.
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